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Abstract—The evaluation of RF Sensors often requires a test
capability where various RF targets are presented to the Unit
Under Test (UUT). These targets may need to be dynamic in
time, represent multiple targets and/or decoys, emulate dynamic
motion, and simulate real world RF environmental conditions.
An RF Target Simulator can be employed to perform these
functions and is the focus of this paper. The total test system is
usually called Hardware in the Loop (HITL) involving the UUT
mounted on a Flight Motion Simulator (FMS), the RF Target
Simulator presenting the RF Scene, and a Simulation Computer
that dynamically controls everything in real-time. The realization
of a highly effective target simulator, one that truly meets the
user’s needs at an affordable cost, is the result of understanding
the complex interrelationship of requirements, architecture and
constraints. This paper examines those relationships in seven
areas of discussion, employing examples of realized systems;
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Determining the necessary test zone volume
Determining the necessary quality of RF target signal
Sizing the field of view, range and facilities
Creating each target’s RF signal
Creating RF target motion
Integration and real-time operation within the range
Locating and minimizing the effects of error sources

There are several possible approaches to generate the
planewaves and change their angle of arrival as a function of
time. Or in other words, there are several ways to implement
target motion. NSI-MI has experience delivering target
simulators using variants of three (3) different approaches. This
paper will refer to these different approaches as examples as it
examines the interrelationship of requirements, architecture and
constraints. The intent is to provide the reader insight into
establishing realizable requirements and selecting the
appropriate architecture.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The role of the target simulator is to present RF signals to
the UUT at various angles of arrival, at specific times. The RF
signals can represent targets, decoys, jammers or
environmental conditions. The RF signals are planewaves. The
target simulator is essentially a real-time, programmable,
planewave generator. Figure 1 shows the concept displaying
planewaves arriving at a test zone within which the UUT
operates.

Figure 2 Types of RF Target Simulators
The moving emitters approach [1] creates target motion by
physically moving emitters on a scanner. The moving compact
range approach [2] creates target motion by physically moving
a reflector with respect to the UUT. The array of emitters
approach [3] creates target motion by forming and steering
beams from subarrays at various places on the array.
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II.

DETERMINING THE NECESSARRY TEST ZONE VOLUME

The concept for an RF Target Simulator must start here.
The Test Zone (TZ) volume, along with the desired operating
frequencies drive everything else. The TZ must encompass the
aperture(s) of the UUT, but it must also encompass them at
every angular or translated position envisioned for test. If the
UUT is on a Flight Motion Simulator (FMS), as it often is, and
it is positioned forward of the FMS axes of rotation, the
necessary TZ volume must take into account the arc that the
aperture(s) travel as the FMS axes rotate. The following figures
show how the geometry of the aperture, in relation to the point
of rotation, can affect the required TZ volume. Figure 3 shows
the aperture’s diameter centered on the rotating axes (gimbal
axes) and rotating with respect to those axes. The TZ volume
required is a sphere matching the diameter of the aperture.

Figure 5 Larger Test Zone Volume Required
This simple example has important implications. System
cost and complexity can elevate to undesirable levels as the
test zone volume increases especially at higher frequencies of
operation. Sometimes the envisioned test articles will be of
various aperture sizes and mounting locations with respect to
the center of rotation. If possible and appropriate, it would be
prudent to specify the minimum TZ required per operating
frequency range rather than one size fits all.

III.

DETERMINING THE NECESSARY QUALITY OF SIGNAL

This can be quite challenging to determine without over
specifying. Certainly, a perfect planewave is desirable but they
don’t exist. The following are characteristics to consider, in
order of importance, for a typical application.
x
Figure 3 Test Zone Volume with Centered Rotation
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Figure 4 shows the aperture with the same diameter forward of
the center of rotation. It shows that a sphere of the same
diameter of the aperture does not provide sufficient TZ
volume.
x
x
x

Phase slope – determines the angle of arrival as
perceived by the UUT.
Phase & amplitude variation – affects the accuracy
of the UUT measuring the phase slope. Depending
on how the UUT processes data, it will be more or
less tolerant to these variations. For example,
integrating trackers are more tolerant than tracking
interferometers.
Amplitude taper – affects the focal length, and
thus the size of the range.
Power density at UUT – affects the achievable
dynamic range.
Noise floor – Must be below the minimum
detectable target signal.
IV.

SIZING THE RANGE AND FACILITIES

Limitations on the size and other aspects of the range may
exist due to being an existing range, cost, available power or
other considerations. This often drives the selected design
approach of the target simulator.

Figure 4 Outside Test Zone Volume with Offset Rotation

Figure 6 shows an example where a moving emitters
curvilinear scanner approach was selected. The customer’s
existing range had sufficient focal length to be in the far field,
high rates of motion and multiple targets occupying the same
space were not required, and budget was limited.

Figure 5 shows that a much larger sphere is necessary to
provide sufficient TZ volume
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Z > 2D2/λ

(1)

Where:
Z = the minimum TZ distance from UUT
D = the diameter of the TZ
λ = the wavelength
B. Sizing The Range For A Moving Compact Range
Approach
To size the range for a moving compact range approach, a
quick, simple calculation can be used.

Figure 6 Moving Emitters RF Target Simulator

Z = 3.33*DTZ
Figure 7 shows an example where a moving compact range
approach was selected. The customer wanted a portable target
simulator range small enough to allow movement into place in
front of their FMS and then removed and stored to allow other
testing.

(2)

Where:
Z = the distance from vertex of reflector to
the center of the TZ
DTZ = diameter of the TZ
Or expressed in terms of focal length (FL)
Z = 5/3FL

(3)

Where:
FL = 2 * DTZ

Figure 7 Moving Compact Range RF Target Simulator
Figure 8 shows an example where an array of emitters
approach was selected. The customer had existing ranges that
were not quite large enough to be in the far field and wanted
multiple targets at very high rates of motion, passing through
each other with no occlusion.

Figure 9 Compact Range Geometry

C. Sizing The Range For An Array Of Emitters Approach
To size the range for an array of emitters approach, the
following thought process can be followed.

Figure 8 Array of Emitters RF Target Simulator

A. Sizing The Range For A Moving Emitters Approach
To size the range for a moving emitters system, the
conventional far-field equation typically applies.

The target zone volume must be encompassed by at least
the near-field minimum sphere. The angular spacing of emitters
on the minimum sphere needs to be less than λ/D in radians
where D is the diameter of the test zone. Usually the selected
emitter’s physical size prevents this spacing. Therefore, the
radius of the sphere grows as a function of emitter size to
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The moving emitter approach typically involves a single
emitter per target, placed far enough from the test zone for the
UUT to be in the far field. The RF signal from the signal
generator passes through the simulator’s mechanical scanner to
the emitter(s). Special attention must be given for routing the
RF cables through the scanner to minimize unwanted cable
motion that would affect the phase of the signal.

accommodate the emitter while maintaining the required
angular spacing criteria.
Depending on the pattern of the emitter, the sphere may
need to grow even further to prevent coupling between
emitters. The resultant sphere’s radius defines the focal length
of the range.
The required quality of the target signal(s) drive the number
of emitters (sub array) needed to adequately create the target.
The sub array’s physical size must be at least as big as the test
zone volume. Increasing the radius of the sphere further has the
benefit of minimizing the number of required emitters needed
per sub array to produce a quality signal, traded off against the
cost of a larger range. Finally, the Field Of View (FOV)
requirement drives how much of the sphere needs to be
populated with emitters and the number of sub arrays. At this
point the range is sized.

Figure 11 RF Signal Must be Carefully Routed Through
the Scanner

V. CREATING THE TARGET SIGNAL
Figure 10 shows a typical high level block diagram of an
RF target simulator in a HITL system. The simulation
computer controls timing and the configuration of the RF
signal via commands to the signal generator. The commands
may define whether the signal is to be continuous wave or
pulsed, and sets frequency, amplitude and modulation
characteristics. The simulation computer sends target
commands to the RF Target Simulator at an update rate (frame
rate). Target commands may include angle of arrival per frame,
per target. The per frame command establishes the desired
position, velocity and acceleration for target motion. Target
commands may also include, frequency, polarization and a
frame sync signal. The signal generators are sometimes
considered part of the target simulator.

B. Creating the RF Target Signal for a Compact Range
Approach
For the compact range approach, the RF signal is sent to the
target simulator’s compact range feed. The feed illuminates the
compact range reflector which produces the planewave.
Movement of the compact range reflector with respect to the
UUT in the test zone creates the angle of arrival of the
planewave. Note that this approach does not support simulating
multiple targets.

Figure 12 Moving the Reflector Creates Target Motion

C. Creating The RF Target Signal For The Array Of
Emitters Approach
The array of emitters approach consists of a wall,
populated with emitters. It uses a subarray of emitters to create
a planewave for each RF signal sent to it from the signal
generator. The simulator splits each RF signal into several
signals, one for each emitter in the subarray, per target.
Creating and steering of the planewave is accomplished by
adjusting the gain and phase of each signal to each emitter in
the subarray, according to a weighted function algorithm. A

Figure 10 System Diagram of RF Target Simulator in
HITL
A. Creating the RF Target Signal for Moving Emitters
Approach
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switching matrix sends the RF signals to the appropriate
subarray on the wall. The RF frequency of operation and the
size of the test zone drive the number of elements necessary for
each subarray. The FOV drives the number of subarrays and
thus the cost and complexity of the system.

B. Creating Target Motion for the Moving Compact Range
Approach
The moving compact range approach creates target motion
by physically moving a reflector with respect to the test zone.
Very fast, accurate, vectoring of the planewave can be achieved
within a constrained range volume, over a limited FOV, for a
single target, by rotating the reflector with respect to the test
zone. At its limits, the planewave it creates degrades due to
defocusing, as the reflector rotates with respect to the compact
range feed. An alternate approach is to rotate the feed with the
reflector, maintaining focus, with the pivot point of rotation
being a focal point in the test zone. This approach allows more
FOV but at the expense of dynamic motion capability. Also,
with either compact range approach, the planewave produced
by the compact range must be oversized to adequately service
the test zone from any angle in the FOV as it rotates.

Figure 13 Array of Emitters with Beam Forming and
Switching Matrix
VI.

CREATING RF TARGET MOTION

A. Creating Target Motion for the Moving Emitters
Approach
The moving emitters approach creates target motion by
physically moving emitters on a scanner. The scanner may be
part of a curvilinear sphere or a plane. As they travel, the
emitters continue to point at the focal point in the test zone. A
curvilinear scanner can do this mechanically but a planar
scanner will require additional axes of motion to articulate the
emitter to stay on focal point.

Figure 15 Example System Diagram of Moving Compact
Range RF Target Simulator
C. Creating Target Motion for the Array of Emitters
Approach
The array of emitters approach creates target motion by
forming and steering beams from subarrays at various places
on the whole array. It can achieve virtually unlimited velocities
and accelerations of multiple targets, with no occlusion,
collisions or moving parts. It can move a target from one end of
the FOV to the other in one update frame and back again in
another. The dynamics of motion are limited only by the frame
rate and the FOV.

Figure 14 Example System Diagram of Moving Emitters
RF Target Simulator
Very fast, accurate, physical motion of multiple targets can
be achieved with the moving emitters approach. At its limits, it
requires the use of hydraulics or high-power liquid cooled
motors to achieve high rates of acceleration and velocity. DC
motors are adequate for achieving moderate rates of motion.
Hydraulics leak, and high-power motors put demands on the
facility. Multiple targets cannot occupy the same space. Keep
out zones may be necessary to prevent occlusion or collision.
The moving emitters approach is the simplest, lowest cost
approach for nondemanding, multi-target motion requirements,
where there is sufficient range length to be in the far field.

Figure 16 Example System Diagram of an Array of
Emitters RF Target Simulator
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It can operate in the near field, to an extent, reducing the
size of the range compared to the moving emitters approach.
The approach can simulate multiple targets passing through
each other. At its limits, the array’s cost and complexity goes
up exponentially with the combination of higher operational
frequency and test zone volume, or with wide or multiple band
operation.

VIII. MINIMIZING THE EFFECTS OF ERROR SOURCES
Depending on the target simulator approach, various error
sources come into play to degrade system performance. These
need to be identified and addressed to minimize their effects.
An obvious one is stray signal sources in the chamber. This
includes the FMS especially if the UUT is located at the center
of rotation and required to move in large angular motion. In
this situation, the FMS yoke structures often get in the way
and are difficult to adequately mask with absorber.

VII. RANGE INTEGRATION AND REAL-TIME OPERATION
The RF target simulator must accept commands from the
HITL simulation computer at a specified update rate (frame
rate) and respond accordingly. It must report back data either in
real-time or as requested. The method and data structure of the
communication must either accommodate legacy customer
equipment or be selected to achieve HITL goals. Important
factors include (1) deterministic communication timing, (2)
event synchronization, (3) data latency, (4) time stamping and
data logging, (5) fault and over limit reporting, and (6)
reporting of achieved target position.

IX.

SUMMARY

Seven areas have been discussed to provide the reader
insight into establishing realizable RF target simulator
requirements and selecting the appropriate architecture. Three
different approaches were used as examples to examine the
interrelationship of requirements, architecture and constraints.
Table 1 shows a comparison of the RF target simulator
approaches discussed in this paper and their relative
advantages.

The communication may be very basic analog or highspeed serial digital. The most common communication scheme
used in HITL is SCRAMNet. This is a reflective memory,
deterministic ring network approach. Newer technologies
solutions are available that can provide superior performance.
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